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ABOUT US
We thank you and take this opportunity to share the background and platform on which
Alliance Telesys Industries Private Limited (ATI) conceived and evolved.

The company is established in 2007, as a firm in the name of Alliance Telesys and the
main stress was to ensure a stronghold for Turnkey projects of Computerization, Network
Implementation, Services & Support, and Hardware installations, Maintenance Services,
Customized Software Development and Corporate Training on customized as well as system
software for large clients. Later in 2012 the company is incorporated as private limited
company in the name of Alliance Telesys Industries Private Limited (ATI) and more
seasoned and experienced professionals were brought in the company.

With the advent of IBM PC compatible personal computers, the use of computers in
everyday working assumed a whole new complexion. The demand for efficient solutions to the
problems of existing manual systems, increased rapidly. Quick to respond to existing demand
in the very first year, ATI made a place for itself among the top Systems Integrators to increase
efficiency and professional management by using State-of–art technology in Computerization,
Systems Integration and E-Governance.

With unprecedented spread of clientele base mostly in Medical Colleges, Sugar
Industries, Development Authorities, State Govt., Central Govt., Corporate and Private
Organizations and enviable satisfied customers spread, ATIis now a major force among
leading Systems Integrators. The core strength of the company represents the philosophy
and commitment to provide a foundation for an interactive and effective relationship with
the client.
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From the very onset the bedrock that supports Systems Integration at ATI is the
organizational commitment to quality and continuous evaluation of the process, which foster a
continuous improvement culture and results in Total Quality Management. The main objective
of our company is to optimize the client’s IT infrastructure and his investment through our
expertise in Functional Systems Analysis, Technology, Methodology, Systems Design &
Development and Implementation.

At one hand we have associations with Allied Telesis Intl' (Asia) Pte. Ltd., D-LINK, ZyXEL, HP,
DELL, IBM, ACER, LENOVO, HCL CISCO, SOPHOS etc. for domestic and multinational
products right from PCs, Network Servers to higher end networking products. On the other
hand where services are concerned we have a team of qualified and experienced professionals
and engineers to cater services to our clientele to their utmost satisfaction.

A CMMI Maturity Level 3 Company which is also empanelled with UPDESCO, UP
Electronics Corporation Ltd., Shreetron India Limited, Uptron Powertronics Ltd., Beltron Ltd.,
CPWD & Uttar Pradesh Rajkiya Nirman Nigam Ltd. (UPRNN), as a class ‘A’ category company
to provide our products and services in Govt. Organizations.

"Connecting Tomorrow Empowered by
Innovation"
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VALUES
Quality | Technology | Innovation | Customer Satisfaction | Win together
We aim to be the best at what we do. ATI has a dream of evolving into a Global IT
Company, ensuring that the solutions being delivered include best practice in I. T. with the
chosen area of technology.
 We operate with complete focus to Maximize customer satisfaction.
 Develop and encourage an environment of mutual respect within
company and extending it beyond to clients.
 Encourage commitment and personal learning of workforce.
We are proud to have built our organization on the strong pillars of integrity, honesty, and
self-respect.
Mission
To produce excellent services in the field of IT Services and Consultancy with maximum
efforts driven towards customer satisfaction.
Vision
To build upon a reputation of being one of the most innovative IT Solution and Service
provider. We believe in doing our work in the most efficient way with robust and structured
methodology, with gradual evolution from hard-work to smart- work culture, at client’s end
also.
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OUR STRENGTH
 Fast Growing CMMI Maturity Level 3 IT Company.
 ISO 27001:2013, ISO/IEC 20000-1:2011 and ISO 9001:2015 Certified.
 Skilled, Dynamic & Experienced Team of IT Professionals.
 Dedicated & Committed Manpower Resources.
 Customer Support Result in Long Term with Customers Relation.
 Build Strong Business Relationship With OEM & Customers.
 Maintain The Highest Level Of Satisfactory Service & Support For Customers.
 Providing Solution Based New Opportunities With Latest Technology.
 Believe in the Positive, Trusted & Long Term Relationship
 We have a qualified team of software professionals.
 State-Of-The-Art Lab for Maintenance Services.
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SOLUTIONS PROVIDED BY US

HARDWARE BASED SOLUTIONS
•Network Management Solutions
•Networking Solutions
•Security Solutions
•Server & Storage Solutions
•Video Conferencing Solutions
•Computing, Imaging & Printing
•Power Conditioning Solutions
•Data Center Solutions
•Virtualizations Solution
•IP Surveillance Solutions
•Smart Class Solutions

SOFTWARE BASED SOLUTIONS
•Infrastructure Software Solutions
•Hospital Management Solutions
•ERP Solutions
•Biometric Solutions
•Library Management Software
•Website Development & Hosting
•Cloud Computing & Services
•Customized e-mail Solutions
•Medical Literature Analysis & Retrieval (MedLAR)
•Auto-CAD, Adobe, Designing Software’s Microsoft, Mithi

SUPPORT & SERVICES
•AMC / Break support Services
•Hardware AMC & Support
•Software AMC & Support
•Facility Management Services.
•IT Project Consultancy
•Infrastructure Services
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OUR PRODUCTS OFFERING

Offered Hardware
Products

Offered Software
Products
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• Corporate Desktops, Laptops,
Workstations, Thin Clients.
• Inkjet Printers, Laser Printers,
Multifunction Devices (MFP).
• Networking Products, Security
Products And Software
Services.
• Enterprise Range Of Servers,
Storage And Backup Devices.
• Network Products, Solution
And Services.
• UPS Systems & Power
Backup Solutions.
• Security Products & Services.
• Scanner And Plotters.

• Inventory Control System
• Financial Accounting
• Laboratory Management
System
• Time Office Management
System
• Hospital Management System
• Library Management System
• Customized Software And
Solutions.
• Vmware Software And
Services.
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QUALITY CODE
“Code Reviews” have been used for decades in software engineering in order to deliver bugfree, high quality software to users. Historically, the primary focus has been on the code written
by programmers – applying a formal process to focus on finding and fixing defects. Over the
past few decades, there has been significant movement towards making reviews more agile,
less resource-intensive, and applicable to work products other than programmers’ source
code.

It starts with a feature
Often a client will present what they see as the solution to a problem, guises as a feature
request. However when a team takes their first slice into this feature, they should not do so
blindly.
If there are big questions about functionality, or end-user requirements, these unknowns
should be uncovered. This will enable the team to build a better solution, with the least amount
of code possible. Ultimately, this alone will increase code quality; less code means a smaller
code base which leads to a more manageable system in the long term.
Next we commit
At ATI, we use pull requests on all of our projects, meaning we work on new code in a
separate branch and request review before merging it and releasing it. We deliberately keep
change-sets small, releasing small increments of the feature early and often. We work this into
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our version control and code review workflow in a practice we call “Single Responsibility Pull
Requests”.
Raising the bar
Keeping code quality high through manual code review is great and a really worthwhile
practice, but it is often not so good for static code analysis. Static code analysis is another vital
way we at ATI keep our code quality high, and machines are much better at doing this than
humans.
Keeping it high
We are committed to our projects and maintain them diligently over their lifetime, so it is in our
best interests to invest time in quality. Although ensuring projects start off properly is
paramount, making sure they stay in good shape and quality remains high is even more
important, so we employ a number of practices and tools to enforce standards over time.
“Engineers often consider code they wrote last month to be the worst in the world. That will
probably never change, because as engineers we’re always learning and improving. However,
if quality is always kept high, whilst beliefs may change, we can always be proud of the code
we have written.”
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ELEGANT DESIGN
It is designed intelligently and thoughtfully. If there is a hierarchy of controls, the core functions
are right up front, and the secondary controls are available at a level beyond the first. Elegant
design is thoughtful design.
Elegant code is a combination of:








Correctness. IMHO no wrong code can truly be
elegant.
Succinctness. Less code means less to go
wrong, less to understand*.
Readability. The easier it is to understand code,
the easier to maintain.
Performance.
To
a
point.
Prematurely
pessimized code cannot truly be elegant.
Following the established standards of the
platform or project. When given two equally
elegant options, the one that is closest to the
established standard is the best.
Exactly the way I would do it. Okay, I’m joking, but it’s easy to label code that is NOT
how you would do it as “inelegant”. Please don’t do that – keep an open mind to
different code.

Of course, there’s also the all-too-often true adage: “To every problem there is a solution that
is simple, elegant, and wrong”.
It gets out of the way. Elegant software provides an interface that supports the user’s primary
tasks and doesn’t clutter or abstract the tools the user needs to accomplish the task. It is
simple, obvious, and straightforward and requires very little intellectual effort to understand
immediately. It can be a stock tracker, a game, a word processor… Anything, as long as it is
designed with a focused intent.
It speaks the same language as the user. You can design a screen for an airline pilot that will
totally not work for a registered nurse, and vice-versa. Elegant design should be focused on
the user and their particular needs, and speaks their language. Design that tries to be all things
for all people inevitably ends up being bad. Understand your user, support their needs, and do
it using the terms and conventions that work for them.
One last thought: elegance does not necessarily line up or align with delight. The emotion of
delight can be triggered by many-many things, and you can provide an elegant solution that
does not provoke delight. If anything, the ability to provoke delight is getting harder, as the
baseline of user expectations continue to rise as they are exposed to ever more refined
technology. Delight is hard, and elegance can provoke delight… Sometimes.
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INCREDIBLE SUPPORT
“Having a great product is wonderful, but if you don’t treat your customer’s right, you’re not
going to get very far. At my company, Alliance Telesys Industries (P) Ltd., customer service
is an especially important part of our business, and we are always trying to improve how we
serve our customers. Here are five steps to create a great customer support foundation.”

1. Make the perfect first hire
The first employee of any department is an extremely important investment. When it comes to
customer service, he or she is going to define your company’s relationship with its customers,
which is the cornerstone of any good business. Success is, after all, largely about perception.
The most important consideration in hiring your first customer support employee is that his or
her vision is “personally and professionally aligned” with that of the founders. From there, they
must possess a perfect balance of operations and people skills, because they’ll have to build
both the CRM and call data systems and be the point person for frustrated customers.
2. Balance structure and flexibility
The best customer service programs (and companies, really) are able to balance structure and
flexibility. This means that there should be expectations and a general format in dealing with
customers, but employees should be given some room for creativity in their interactions and in
continuing to develop the structure. Not only is every customer different, but in a world with
constantly changing technology and competition, it’s imperative that your employees are given
the freedom to react.
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A part of this is ensuring that your customer service department is fully integrated with the rest
of the firm. If the central tenet of customer support is offering the customer the best experience
possible, agents must be able to access the relevant sources of knowledge as quickly as
possible. Our customer service team, for example, will join our daily developer standup
meetings to better communicate technical issues.
3. Be memorable (in all the right ways)
People don’t just remember products–they remember interactions. Your customer service
agents are responsible for those interactions, and so it’s vital that they emphasize kindness,
humor, and patience during the parts of the interactions that are most memorable. We tend to
remember the beginning and end of conversations best, so be sure to be extra great during
those times.
The “beginning” of the interaction may not even start with the agent, though–sometimes a
potential customer’s first impression is your webpage. Make sure those parts of your company
are attractive, user-friendly, and professional. Be fast in your responses and willing to
apologize whenever something goes wrong. If nothing else, humility goes a long way.
4. Spice it up a bit
Even more that just their own interactions, people really remember stories. So if you get the
chance to do something really special for a customer (especially if you can play with
sympathies), you’ll leave an impressions that won’t be forgotten.

5. Stop Calling It Customer Support
We don’t consider our responses to them as customer support. Instead, we think about it as
customer success. We want to empower every user of our site to be successful. When you
have this mindset, you’ll find the success of your customers translates into the success of your
business.
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PARTIAL LIST OF CLIENTS
Judicial Training & Research Institute Lucknow
Research Designs & Standards Organization (RDSO)
Cane Commissioner Office
Information and Public Relation Department
Govt. Medical College, Jalaun
Maharani Luxmibai Govt. Medical College, Jhansi
MahamayaRajkiya Allopathic Govt. Medical College, Ambedkarnagar
ManyavarKanshiram Govt. Medical College Kannauj
Govt. Medical College, Saharanpur
Govt. Medical College, Azamgarh
Govt. Medical College, Banda
Govt. Medical College, Badaun
Central Public Works Department, Lucknow
Motilal Nehru Govt. Medical College, Allahabad
Auditor General U.P., Lucknow
Kamla Nehru Institute Of Technology, Sultanpur
Ganesh Shankar Vidyarthi Medical College, Kanpur
Central Public Works Department, Lucknow
Hindustan Aeronautics Limited, Lucknow
ITI Rae Bareli, Rae Bareli
Lala Lajpat Rai Govt. Medical College, Meerut
Rajkiya Engineering College Bijnor
Institute of Engineering & Technology Lucknow
Directorate Of Census Operations, Lucknow
Kanoria Sugar & General Manufacturing Company Ltd.
Kichha Sugar Co. Ltd., Kichha, U.S. Nagar
Directorate of KaushalVikas Mission, U.P., Aliganj, Lucknow
Various Govt. Industrial Training Institutes (ITIs) of Uttar Pradesh
Govind Sugar Mills Ltd., Aira, Lakhimpur
U.P. State Sugar Corporation Ltd., Lucknow
U.P.S.S.C. Ltd, Unit Chandpur, Bijnore, Siswabazar, Jarwal Road, Khadda, Chata
Amroha, Raebreli, SakotiTanda, Saharanpur, Etc.
Dep’t. Of Telecom, Civil Engineering, Lucknow
NABARD, Lucknow
N.E.D.A Lucknow
Directorate of Agriculture, U.P., Lucknow
Director General, Medical Education & Training, Uttar Pradesh, Lucknow
Uptron Powertronics Ltd., Lucknow
Central Drug Research Institute, Lucknow
Entertainment Tax Directorate, Lucknow
Directorate of Training & Employment
Various Govt. Polytechnics
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MAJOR PROJECTS EXECUTED
JUDICIAL TRAINING & RESEARCH
INSTITUTE, LUCKNOW:

U.P. CANE COMMISSIONER OFFICE HQ

RESEARCH DESIGNS & STANDARDS
ORGANISATION (RDSO)

• Established a complete GEPON based Campus Wi-Fi Solutions with high
security features.

• Supply Installation Testing and commissioning of Cisco Network and Security
firewall solution done at Uttar Pradesh Cane Commissioner Office Head Quarter.

• Supply and implementation of complete Wi-Fi based network solutions.

LALA LAJPAT RAI MEDICAL COLLEGE,
MEERUT

• Establishment of Campus Wide Network, Implementation of Hospital
Management and Library Management System.

MAHAMAYA RAJKIYA ALLOPATHIC,
MEDICAL COLLEGE, AMBDKARNAGAR

• Computerization of OPD and Medical Record

MEDICAL COLLEGES: JHANSI,
ALLAHABAD, KANPUR, JALAUN,
BANDA, SAHARANPUR, KANNAUJ, And
AZAMGARH

• Computerization of OPD, Library with Medlar Connectivity.

CHATTISGARH ELECTORAL PHOTO ID
CARD

• This Assignment was done in Association with Instrumentation Ltd. 650000 Photo
Id Cards of 3 Districts were prepared.

TIMES OF INDIA, LUCKNOW

• Their Lucknow Office Automation and Networking was done and maintained by
us.

U P MINORITIES AND WAQF
DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

• We have supplied Computers, UPS and Printers to 140 Madars as situated all
over Uttar Pradesh through our associates M/S Shreetron India Limited.

INTEGRAL UNIVERSITY

KING GEORGE’S UNIVERSITY OF
DENTAL SCIENCE

• We have supplied Computers & Servers and established a Network in The
University Campus.

• Established a Campus Wide Network and supplied Servers.

S.N. MEDICAL COLLEGE, AGRA

• Establishment of Campus Wide Network Infrastructure and Implementation of
Hospital Management System.

GANESH SHANKAR VIDYARTHI
MEDICAL COLLEGE, KANPUR

• Establishment of Campus Wide Network Infrastructure and Implementation of
Hospital Management System.

INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING AND
TECHNOLOGY LUCKNOW

• Supply and installation of Workstations & High End Servers at College Campus.

RAJKIYA ENGINEERING COLLEGE
BIJNOR

• Supply and installation of Smart Class Solution and Servers at college Campus.
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OUR ASSOCIATIONS
WITH GOVERNMENT EMPANELMENT.
•We are empanelled with
them as “a” category service
provider for software
development, system
integration and networking

•Doing turnkey projects of
computerization in state govt.
in association with them.

UP DEVELOPMENT
SYSTEMS
CORPORATIONS LTD.

UPTRON
POWERTRONICS
LIMITED

SHREETRON INDIA
LIMITED

•They are central govt. Nodal
agency.

•Empanelled for software
development, system
integration, project work,
networking and training.

•Empanelled for software
development, system
integration, project work,
networking and training.

CENTRAL PUBLIC
WORKS DEPARTMENT

U.P. RAJKIYA NIRMAN
NIGAM LTD.

UP ELECTRONICS
CORPORATION LTD.

•We are their registered
vendor to execute the jobs of
computerization of both
supply and services like
software development,
networking and training etc.
UPSS LTD. is on state govt.
G.O. to execute orders in
cooperative organization.
UP UPBHOKTA
SAHKARI SANGH LTD.
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•Registered with for providing
all type of service to the
departments of state &
central government

•Doing turnkey projects of
computerization in govt.
Organization in association
with them.
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BUSINESS PARTNERS

DELL

Acer

LG

HP Enterprise

HP

CISCO

SOPHOS

ZYXEL

ALLIED Telesis

Honeywell

EPSON

WIPRO

Schneider Electric
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PEOPLE BEHIND THE BUSINESS
It has not just been a year full of profits and great
achievements, but most importantly, a year full of
incredible relationships and beautiful bonds. None of
this could have been possible without you. Thank
you for making this business so special for us. We
hope to continue working with the same verve and
vigor in the coming years.
We are truly grateful to all of our customers for
choosing us as their service provider and giving us
the opportunity to grow. None of our achievements
would have been possible without them and their
unwavering support.
The biggest assets of this company are sitting on
their desks, not in its accounts. TEAM is just a fancy name for family at work. Thank you all for
being such a caring family.
The dedication of the team has to each other is amazing. Once again, I watched you all pitch in
and help each other to meet the goals for the company growth. I was also impressed that you
worked together to solve problems together and then presenting me with a list of possible
solutions. Thank you team for coming together when we had the crisis. I was impressed that all
of you put in extra hours without complaining (at least not to me!) to get the work done to
resolve the situations as quickly as possible. I am proud of how you all pulled together as a
team after the reorganization. You’ve proved that new teams can be successful quickly while
working on company growth together. I am looking forward to the coming year and seeing how
far we can go together. Keep up the good work!
Thanksgiving is just around the corner. So it’s to give thanks for our customers, clients, team
members, partners, and anyone else who made an impact on operations most of my clients
are entrepreneurs with big dreams and the drive to bring them to life.

 It's easy to make a buck. It's a lot tougher to make a difference.
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LIST OF KEY PERSONNEL
Vivek Tyagi
• Chairman & Managing Director
• 9889199407
• 7309324444
• tyagiv@alliancetelesys.com

K.K. Pandey
• Director (Admin)
• 9335069149
• krishnakant@alliancetelesys.com

Manish Saxena
• Director (Marketing)
• 9918150972
• manish@alliancetelesys.com

Sunil Verma
• Chief Technical Officer
• 8299286122
• sunil@alliancetelesys.com

Tarun Srivastava
• Incharge Software Division
• 7007247844
• tarun@alliancetelesys.com

Ritu Kumari
• Manager (Admin)
• 9795096659
• ati@alliancetelesys.com
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